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Historians have long recognized the role of economic resources and organization in determining the
outcome of World War II:  the Nazi economy lacked the economic resources and organization to oppose
the combined might of the U.S., U.K., and U.S.S.R.   A minority view is that the Germans were defeated
not by economics, but by Hitler's many strategic and tactical mistakes, of which the most important
was the invasion of the Soviet Union.  Compared to this debate about the outcome of the war, there
has been less attention to economics as the cause of World War II. 
This is a review article of a new economic history of the Nazi economy by Adam Tooze which cuts
through the debate between economics and Hitler's mistakes as fundamental causes of the outcome.
Instead, Tooze argues that the invasion of the Soviet Union was the inevitable result of Hitler's paranoia
about the land-starved backwardness of German agriculture as contrasted with the raw material and
land resources of America's continent and Britain's empire.   The American frontier expansion that
obliterated the native Indians provided Hitler with a explicit precedent, which he often cited, for pushing
aside the native populations in the east to provide land for German Aryan farmers.
Germany's agricultural weakness is summarized by its low land-labor ratio, but Poland and the Ukraine
had even less land per person.  Thus simply acquiring the land to the east could not solve Germany's
problem of low agricultural productivity without removing the native farming populations.  Far better
than other histories of the Third Reich, Tooze reveals the shocking details of General Plan Ost, the
uber-holocaust which would have removed, largely through murder, as many as 45 million people
from eastern agricultural land.  Tooze, like the Nazis before him, fails to emphasize that the solution
to Germany's agricultural problem was not acquiring more land for the existing German farm population,
but rather by raising the land-labor ratio by making the existing German land more efficient, mechanizing
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